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HAMAS ESTABLISHES NAVAL DEFENSE FORCE IN GAZA
August 9, 2007 YnetNews.com reported: “Hamas has established a new naval defense force, headed by one of the group's senior
commanders Jamil al-Dahashan, that will be entrusted with guarding the Gaza Strip coast, Ynet has recently learned. The force, which
does not as yet own any marine vessels, is aimed at securing the shores from IDF marine operations as well as criminal activity of drug
dealers.
The force will also try to prevent collaboration of Palestinians with the IDF. According to Hamas, several local fishermen admitted in
recent weeks to relaying information to IDF ships.
A Hamas official told Ynet that the force's members have already deployed several heavy machine guns and mortars along the beaches to
be used against IDF vessels if they approach the Strip. He admitted that the force would not be able to match the abilities of the Israeli
Navy, but stated that it would attempt to intervene in its operations.
Since Hamas' takeover of the Strip, the IDF has kept away from Gaza's shores, he added. "The Israelis have stopped firing, even at
Palestinian fishermen boats like they used to," he said. "I think they know that Hamas fighters and the new naval force have in their
possession some of the security forces' heavy artillery, seized during the Strip's takeover."
PERES: CONFLICT WITH SYRIA POSSIBLE
August 9, 2007 The Jerusalem Post reported: “President Shimon Peres reiterated concerns on Thursday expressed by Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert a day earlier that a misunderstanding with Syria could lead to war. The head of state spoke in a meeting with visiting
Republican Congressmen.
"The government and security establishment must strengthen the existing trust with Damascus - and this should be done through
statements and proper deployment in the field," Peres said. He also said the main problem in Iraq was not the US presence but the disunity
among Iraqis.
Regarding the Palestinians, Peres told the Congressmen he had the impression that Palestinian Authority Chairman Mahmoud Abbas was
interested in serious negotiations. "We should speak to him without preconditions," Peres said. "Hamas is a fanatical religious
organization that is impossible to hold dialogue with, and the world will not agree to fund its terrorist activities."...”
CHINA THREATENS 'NUCLEAR OPTION' OF DOLLAR SALES
August 8, 2007 The London Daily Telegraph reported: “Two officials at leading Communist Party bodies have given interviews in recent
days warning - for the first time - that Beijing may use its $1.33 trillion (£658bn) of foreign reserves as a political weapon to counter
pressure from the US Congress.
Shifts in Chinese policy are often announced through key think tanks and academies.
Described as China's "nuclear option" in the state media, such action could trigger a
dollar crash at a time when the US currency is already breaking down through historic support levels.
It would also cause a spike in US bond yields, hammering the US housing market and perhaps tipping the economy
into recession. It is estimated that China holds over $900bn in a mix of US bonds.
Xia Bin, finance chief at the Development Research Centre (which has cabinet rank), kicked off what now appears
to be government policy with a comment last week that Beijing's foreign reserves should be used as a "bargaining
chip" in talks with the US. "Of course, China doesn't want any undesirable phenomenon in the global financial
order," he added.
He Fan, an official at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, went even further today, letting it be known that
Beijing had the power to set off a dollar collapse if it choose to do so. China has accumulated a large sum of US dollars. Such a big sum,
of which a considerable portion is in US treasury bonds, contributes a great deal to maintaining the position of the dollar as a reserve
currency. Russia, Switzerland, and several other countries have reduced the their dollar holdings.
"China is unlikely to follow suit as long as the yuan's exchange rate is stable against the dollar. The Chinese central bank will be forced to
sell dollars once the yuan appreciated dramatically, which might lead to a mass depreciation of the dollar," he told China Daily.
The threats play into the presidential electoral campaign of Hillary Clinton, who has called for restrictive legislation to prevent America
being "held hostage to economic decicions being made in Beijing, Shanghai, or Tokyo". She said foreign control over 44pc of the US
national debt had left America acutely vulnerable.”...”

UK 'SHOULD GIVE UP UN SEAT'
August 8, 2007 The London Daily Telegraph reported: “The United Kingdom should lose its independent voice at the United Nations and
hand over its seat on the Security Council to the EU, according to the new Foreign Office Minister, Lord Malloch-Brown.
Last October, when Lord Malloch-Brown was the UN's deputy secretary general, he told EU diplomats in Brussels that the EU was
heading towards one single seat within the UN institutions. "I think it will go in stages. We are going to see a growing spread of it
institution by institution," he was reported as saying. Lord Malloch-Brown said he hoped it would happen "as quickly as possible. I'm a
huge fan of it."
William Hague, the Conservative foreign affairs spokesman, said it was "alarming" that Mr Brown had chosen to put in charge of UN
reform "the man who thinks we should give up our UN Security Council seat to the EU." Downing Street said there was "no question of
Britain giving up its seat".
The Foreign Office said Lord Malloch-Brown had made the comments before he was made a Government minister.”
‘RIVAL TO NATO’ BEGINS FIRST MILITARY EXERCISES
August 6, 2007 The Times Online reported: “Russian and Chinese troops are joining forces this week in the first military exercises by an
international organisation that is regarded in some quarters as a potential rival to Nato. Thousands of soldiers
and 500 combat vehicles will take part in “Peace Mission 2007”, organised by the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) in the Chelyabinsk region of Russia...
Scores of Russian and Chinese aircraft begin joint exercises tomorrow before a week of military manoeuvres
from Thursday that will include Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. At least 6,500 troops are involved in
what is described as an antiterror exercise...
Staff officers from Uzbekistan, the sixth SCO member, will also attend in what is being regarded as a major extension of the
organisation’s capabilities. The SCO was founded as a nonmilitary alliance in 2001 to combat drugs and weapons smuggling as well as
terrorism and separatism in the region. It has since developed a role in regional trade and is increasingly regarded by Moscow and Beijing
as a counterweight to US global influence.
The secretary-general of the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) called last week for joint military exercises with the SCO.
Nikolai Bordyuzha said that the body representing Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan should
work with the SCO to guarantee security across the region. Mr Bordyuzha has already announced a CSTO plan to create a large military
force capable of assisting a member state in the event of an attack. A rapid-reaction force is already based in Central Asia and there are
plans for a common air defence system covering most of the former Soviet Union.
Leaders of SCO member states will meet in Bishkek, the Kyrgyz capital, next week for their annual summit. Turkmenistan will also attend
for the first time, while Mongolia, Iran, India and Pakistan have observer status...
A newly assertive Russia, flush with oil and gas revenues, is moving rapidly to increase its military capability amid tensions with the West
over missile defence and Nato expansion. Almost £100 billion has been set aside for rearmament over the next eight years.
PHYSICISTS HAVE 'SOLVED' MYSTERY OF LEVITATION
August 7, 2007 The London Daily Telegraph reported: “Levitation has been elevated from being pure science fiction to science fact,
according to a study reported today by physicists. In earlier work the same team of theoretical physicists showed that invisibility cloaks
are feasible. Now, in another report...the University of St Andrews team has created an 'incredible levitation effects’ by engineering the
force of nature which normally causes objects to stick together.
Professor Ulf Leonhardt and Dr Thomas Philbin, from the University of St Andrews in Scotland, have worked out a way of reversing this
pheneomenon, known as the Casimir force, so that it repels instead of attracts.
Their discovery could ultimately lead to frictionless micro-machines with moving parts that levitate But they say that, in principle at least,
the same effect could be used to levitate bigger objects too, even a person.
The Casimir force is a consequence of quantum mechanics, the theory that describes the world of atoms and subatomic particles that is not
only the most successful theory of physics but also the most baffling.
The force is due to neither electrical charge or gravity, for example, but the fluctuations in all-pervasive energy fields in the intervening
empty space between the objects and is one reason atoms stick together, also explaining a “dry glue” effect that enables a gecko to walk
across a ceiling.
Now, using a special lens of a kind that has already been built, Prof Ulf Leonhardt and Dr Thomas Philbin report in the New Journal of
Physics they can engineer the Casimir force to repel, rather than attract.
Because the Casimir force causes problems for nanotechnologists, who are trying to build electrical circuits and tiny mechanical devices
on silicon chips, among other things, the team believes the feat could initially be used to stop tiny objects from sticking to each other.”
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